
When viewed today the Lower Pumping Station, which is the main building of the Waterworks Museum, appears 
to be a single building.  It was, however, built in six phases over fifty years between 1856 and 1906, which is only 
apparent by studying the subtleties of the construction and the materials used. 

The Lower Pumping Station, Broomy Hill, Hereford 

The building of the Lower Pumping Station and the treatment works on the hill above the Waterworks Museum at 
Broomy Hill was authorised by the Hereford Improvement Act of 1854. In 1856 a single boiler and beam engine 
lifted water from a sump or well, supplied through a brick culvert from the River Wye, to the treatment works.  
Within five years or so the demand for water in the city had increased and this, together with the possibility of a 
breakdown of the beam engine, necessitated the installation of a second pump and beam engine.  The building 
was therefore extended by the creation of an adjacent bay in 1862 to house the second pump. Thus began the 
first of a series of extensions to the lower pumping station to keep up with the ever-increasing demand for water 
in the city until the final bay was added in 1906.  

1856 - original engine and boiler house 

The original building had two sections a boiler house and an engine house (Bays 3 and 4 at the Museum today). 

The boiler house was constructed to accommodate two Cornish-type boilers. This was the heart of the Victorian 
pumping station because it provided all the steam for the pumping engines. The building has timber roof beams 
supporting a central ventilator to allow steam and heat to escape.  Boilers in those days had relatively short lives 
and those in this bay were replaced a number of times.  Each time a boiler was replaced the brickwork in the front 
wall of the building was knocked out to allow the new one to be installed. 

The engine house was designed to accommodate a centre-column Simpson beam engine.  Below the building 
sump was created supplied by water from the River Wye some 156 metres to the south through a gravity–fed 
culvert.  

1862 - second engine house 

The need for a second pumping engine, and the first extension to the building, arose because the opening of the 
waterworks in 1856 had created a larger demand for water than had been anticipated. It also helped to continue 
supply when the original pump had to be taken out of service for repair or maintenance. This extension (now Bay 
5) housed a second Simpson beam engine mounted over a second well, which had also been created and fed 
from the original culvert. 

1864 - reserve boiler house and coal store 

With two beam-pumping engines operating from 1862 and only two single-furnace Cornish boilers to generate 
steam, there was no reserve if one of the boilers needed repair or maintenance.  A second boiler house (now 
Bay 2) was consequently constructed in 1864.  

At the same time a covered coal-store was built (now Bay 1) also extending the building.  A report in the Hereford 
Times tells us that: ‘whilst they were making the alteration [for a 2nd boiler house] they might make economy on 
the supply of coal.  This was now tipped outside the building and took four man-days to wheel it in.’  The new 
building allowed a horse-drawn dray of coal, brought from a railway yard in Hereford, to be backed into the large 
arched doorway of this building for unloading. We believe that it continued to serve this purpose for most of the 
time that steam engines remained in use.  



1882/83 - water pump tower pump annexe 

A single-storey extension completed the lower pumping station’s expansion to the east.  This was when a steam-
driven donkey pump, manufactured by Joseph Evans Ltd of Wolverhampton, was installed in the extension to 
supply filtered water from the filter beds on Broomy Hill to the tank on the water tower, which was constructed in 
the same year. 

At a later date the donkey-engine was removed and the extension converted into a dosing room for water 
treatment.  A chemical was added to the raw river water to aid the precipitation of detritus in the settling tanks on 
Broomy Hill. 

1895 - triple expansion engine house 

In the early 1890s the City Surveyor, John Parker, drew the attention of the Waterworks Committee to the 
increasing unreliability of the beam-pumping engines, which had now been is use for forty years, to their 
inefficiency compared with ‘modern’ rotary steam engines, and to the increasing challenge in maintaining 
supplies and a constant water pressure to the city as its population expanded.   

Following a process of tender, an order was placed in 1893 with Worth, McKenzie of Stockton-on-Tees for a 
triple-expansion engine. Simultaneously a local contract was placed to build a new engine house (now Bay 6) to 
house what became known locally as the ‘big engine’, which is the main attraction for visitors to the Waterworks 
Museum.  This addition, adjacent to the second beam-engine house, extended the building westward.  It also 
necessitated a change in boiler system to provide for the greatly increased steam pressure required to operate 
the big engine compared with the old beam-engines. 

1906 - twin cylinder engine annexe 

When the ‘big engine’ came into operation in October 1895, the Mayor had declared that the needs of the City for 
water supply had been secured for at least a generation. But this was not to be as, less than 10 years later, it      
became clear that the demand for drinking water supplied from the water-tower tank had exceeded expectations 
and that extra capacity for the high pressure supply would be needed sooner than anticipated.   

The building of an annexe to to the second engine house took the building to its furthest point westward. It was 
constructed in 1906 specifically to house a second rotary steam engine to supplement the high-lift pumping 
capacity of the triple-expansion engine. The annexe (now Bay 7) to house this engine was the final phase of 
building at the lower pumping station at Hereford. Rather than lift water from the river level this pump was fed by 
water from the tower.  Effectively therefore it was only lifting water through the height of the tower.  

More information about the engines and pumps used at the Lower Pumping Station is provided in our article 

‘Powering the engines and pumps at the Broomy Hill Waterworks’    


